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General information
Combining subjects in the Sixth Form. Think about:
 What you enjoy as well as what you are good at
 What will help to keep your options open
 What you know you will need for a specific career
 What you know some universities will prefer

Higher Education at University; some important points:
  A degree qualification is usually a BSc (science subjects) or a BA (non-science subjects). 

Some specialist degrees have different titles.
  Most degrees last for three years but there are exceptions such as Languages, Medicine, 

Veterinary, Law, Engineering, and Architecture.
  Some technical, business and engineering courses are sandwich degrees where the second 

or third year is spent on a work placement.
  Alternative routes to a degree (if you miss the A Level grades you need) are the one or 

two-year Foundation degrees or HND courses, which can be topped up with further study 
to degree level.

  The UCAS Tariff is widely used for entry requirements but some universities will ask 
for grades not points. Applied A Levels are accepted but some universities may ask for 
a further A Level subject. Some universities may also specify certain combinations of 
subjects. GCSE Maths and English Language at Grade C / Level 4 or above are essential 
for any course of Higher Education.

   Some degree courses are asking for a minimum of Grade B / Level 6 in GCSE Maths, 
English or Science. Examples include Psychology, Geography and Primary Teaching.

More detailed information is available in this booklet about Russell Group Universities, 
and the following popular degree courses and careers: Armed Services, Health-related 
careers, Law, Media, Medicine, Nursing, Psychology Sport and Teaching. There is a 
separate booklet relating to Oxbridge and medical applications.



Russell Group Universities
The following universities are known as the Russell Group universities. These twenty-four 
universities are committed to maintaining the very best research, an outstanding teaching 
and learning experience for students of all backgrounds and unrivalled links with business 
and the public sector.  They are usually the most competitive universities to get an offer 
from.

 University of Birmingham  University of Manchester
 University of Bristol  Newcastle University
 University of Cambridge  University of Nottingham
 Cardiff University  University of Oxford
 Durham University  Queen Mary, University of London
 University of Edinburgh  Queen’s University Belfast
 University of Exeter  University of Sheffield
 University of Glasgow  University of Southampton
 Imperial College London  University College London
 King’s College London  University of Warwick
 University of Leeds  University of York
 University of Liverpool
 London School of Economics and Political Science

The following list of subjects are known as facilitating subjects and are those that are 
required more often than others by the Russell group universities

 Mathematics and Further Maths

 English Literature

 Physics

 Biology

 Chemistry

 Geography

 History

 Languages (Classical and Modern)

By choosing at least two, preferably three, facilitating subjects at A Level you will have a 
much wider range of options open to you at university in a number of degree courses.  



Armed Services
In the Sixth Form you can be considered for officer entry with a range of subjects. 

It is also possible to apply for a sixth form scholarship if you have good GCSE grades and 
can show you are motivated.

It is possible to be awarded sponsorship or a scholarship for most degree courses if you are 
committed to a career in the Services.

Interviews can be arranged at Northgate with Army, Navy or RAF recruitment officers who 
can help you with your application.

You can apply for nursing in the Army or Navy if you have proof of registered nurse status 
plus experience of nursing in a hospital.



Health-related Careers
Physiotherapy
Very popular, so you need high A Level grades; high offers ask for AAA in one or two 
sciences along with a third other subject.

Work experience is an essential part of the application process and needs to be organised 
early in Year 12.

You must be committed to this as a career to be successful in gaining a place.

Radiography
There are two types of radiography:
   diagnostic means you assist in the diagnosis of disease and injury using x-rays and other 

materials;
  therapeutic means you give treatment and support to people (often with cancer) using 

x-rays and other materials.

You need to research your choice fully.
Three A Level subjects are required, one of which must be a science, with some requiring at 
least grade B.

Work experience is an important part of the application process.

Occupational Therapy
This career involves you in the rehabilitation of anyone who has had to have medical 
treatment and is mostly carried out in hospital departments.
Entry requirements usually range from AAB to BCC at A Level, including one science 
(preferably Biology). Psychology and Sociology are also useful subjects for this career.

Speech Therapy
This is the treatment of speech defects, which may be caused by accident, disease or 
psychological trauma.

Entry requirements are high (offers from ABB); at least one science must be offered, 
preferably Biology, and either English Language, a modern language or Psychology.
There are many other healthcare professions you can research. The careers library at 
Northgate can provide you with all the information you need.



Dentistry, Medicine, Veterinary Science
A maximum of four choices may be made on your UCAS form for programmes of study leading 
to a professional qualification in medicine.

You will still need to give some thought as to whether or not you intend to leave the other 
choice blank or put in a non-medical course which would interest you.

The competition for places at all medical schools is intense and in most years less than half 
the applicants are successful in being offered a place.

The total training period for doctors varies. All medical students spend five or six years as 
undergraduates and obtain a bachelor of medicine and surgery.

Medical schools do not offer identical courses. They differ in the way they organise and teach 
their courses and in their systems of assessment. It is important to research courses carefully.

You will need:
  Three academic subjects at A Level, one of which must be Chemistry plus an additional  

Science subject. Most Medical Schools prefer A Level Biology, as students not offering 
Biology may find parts of the course particularly difficult.

  High grades at A Level, A*AA - AAA or equivalent, and at GCSE.
  Evidence of strong intellectual ability and analytical skills.
  Relevant work experience/shadowing.
  Commitment, perseverance, determination, initiative, originality, concern for others and the 

ability to communicate are essential.

One-year pre-medical Foundation course
This course is offered by a few medical schools and provides a preliminary course in 
Chemistry, Physics and Biology.

Candidates must offer excellent grades in Sciences and Maths at GCSE.

It is designed for students who have taken mainly Art subjects at A Level, not for those who 
have performed poorly in Science.

Health Requirements
The Department of Health has recommended that medical students should be immunised 
against Hepatitis B when they start training and that their response to the vaccine should 
be checked. Therefore all applicants for medical courses should check the immunisation 
requirements with the university concerned at the time of application.

Additional Exams
Some medical schools require the UKCAT test and some require the BMAT test. Information 
on the UCAS website will highlight these.



Nursing
Routes into Nursing:

1. Through UCAS
2. Through the Armed Forces

Nursing is a degree-only profession and all courses are applied to via UCAS.

Branches are:
  Adult Nursing (Patients over 16)
  Children’s Nursing (Patients under 16)
  Learning Disability Nursing
  Mental Health Nursing

Courses lead to a degree either in nursing plus registration, or to a degree in the social 
or natural sciences as well as registration. Courses usually last three or four years. Some 
degree courses offer opportunities for specialisation. It is possible to take a course leading 
to registered nurse and health visitor qualifications.

Entry into degree courses is with a minimum of 2 A Levels, preferably 3, or equivalent, 
and increasingly a science subject and a social science is expected. Work experience is 
essential. Grades range from ABB - BBC.

Midwifery
For degree programmes a minimum of 3 A Levels or equivalent is required. Science 
subjects preferred. Courses are usually three or four years. Work experience is essential. 
The entry guides range from AAB to BCC.

Armed Forces
The Armed Forces also have opportunities in Nursing.
For further information contact your local branch of the relevant Armed Force.

Applications through UCAS
UCAS applications should be made online through the website www.ucas.com. Guidance 
about this will be given at the end of the summer term. The closing date for applications 
is mid January, but Northgate recommend that you get your UCAS application completed 
by early November.

Useful Information
There are books and careers software available in the careers suite in school.



Personal Statement/Interview for Medical-Related Courses
All applicants for Nursing, Midwifery, Physiotherapy, Radiography and Radiotherapy 
will be interviewed. Be prepared to talk about why you want to study a health-related 
course, controversial aspects of the health service eg ‘How far should services be 
rationed?’ and what you can offer the profession. Your outside interests, especially any 
voluntary work, work experience or care work will be relevant here. For university 
courses with a strong science bias you might be asked why you have chosen that 
particular course. Consider these points when writing your personal statement and keep 
a copy of it to take to your interview.



Law
A wide combination of subjects is acceptable. Look for those where you can show written 
and spoken communication (English, Languages, History, Psychology, Sociology), powers 
of analysis (Maths, Science subjects, Business, Economics), and logic (Maths, Sciences, 
Government & Politics, Religious Studies). Whatever subjects you take, you will need 
high grades at both GCSE (A*, A and B) and A Level (A*AA or AAB). All universities will 
expect you to have 3 A Level subjects and most 3.5 subjects.

You can become a lawyer after doing a degree in another subject by adding the one-year 
Common Professional Exam course (CPE). You can also follow a career other than Law 
with a Law degree, for example in Business, Local Government, the Civil Service, or 
Social Work 

Evidence of relevant work experience will also be required. An additional test, the LNAT 
test, is required by nine British universities offering law degrees.

Further important points:

Degree courses
  Check they are ‘qualifying’: approved by the Law Society as covering the seven 

foundations of Law - an LLB degree
  Check whether you can specialise in areas of interest
  It may be possible to combine with other subjects, eg Languages, Business
  Unemployment is relatively low amongst law graduates

Qualifying as a Solicitor (currently 142,286 in UK as of 01/07/2018)
  A ‘Qualifying’ Law degree, or degree in another subject plus one-year Common 

Professional Examination
  One-year Legal Practice course (LPC)
  Two-year training with a solicitors’ firm
  A graduate diploma in law
  Entry through the Fellow of Legal Executives after at least five years of legal 

employment 
  There is lots of competition for places at each stage

Qualifying as a Barrister (currently 16,435 in UK in 2017)
  A ‘Qualifying’ Law degree, or degree in another subject plus one-year CPE
  One-year Bar Vocational Course (BVC) plus joining the Inns of Court
  One-year pupillage with a barristers’ chambers
  Most barristers are effectively self-employed and only get paid when they are given a 

case – it can be difficult getting established
  There is lots of competition for places at each stage



Media Courses
Applications for media courses are rising rapidly each year. If you want to apply for a 
degree in this field you must check course details, as this subject area can involve graphic 
design, illustration and other art courses, as well as communications studies, TV, radio, 
journalism and technical media production. 

  Evidence of relevant experience is essential
  A degree in media studies will not automatically lead to a career in the media as 

competition is very severe
  Other careers with a media studies degree include sales and advertising, other 

commercial and business work, teaching
  A wide range of A Level subjects is welcomed and Media Studies at A Level is not 

essential. Entry requirements vary depending on the nature of the course
  You need to be determined, focused and have relevant experience or a portfolio to be 

successful in gaining a place on a good course.
  ICT and computer-related courses, English, Art and Design, Media are all relevant A 

Level choices.

Psychology
Psychology is an increasingly popular subject; it is now one of the most popular degree 
courses internationally as well as in the UK. It covers the study of development, 
behaviour, perception, memory, language, learning and personality, as well as social 
relationships and abnormal psychology.
  Degrees in this subject can be either BA or BSc (see General Information, p3).
  If you want to practise as a psychologist you must check that the course is validated by 

the British Psychological Society (BPS).
  High grades (A/B) are required in three A Level subjects. Although a wide range 

of subjects is considered for a BA, you will need two sciences for a BSc. Maths is a 
preferred subject at A Level and a B grade is often required in GCSE Maths.

  You need to be able to explain clearly why you want to do this subject, as entry is so 
competitive.

  You can go into a wide variety of careers with a degree in Psychology: Business 
(especially marketing or advertising), Social Work, Retail Management, Local 
Government.



Sport
As well as the theory and practice of many different sporting activities, you will also cover 
the psychological aspects of sport and business administration. The geography, economics 
and sociology of recreation may also be included. Science-based courses will also examine 
the physical stress of sport on the human body.

You need to research content of courses carefully: Sports Studies may not require science 
subjects, whereas most popular Sports Science courses will look for two.

Practical ability in sport is not acceptable for entry without scientific ability for some 
science-based courses.

Some universities (eg Loughborough) expect you to be at county level in your sport, as 
well as being able academically.

Average entry requirements are BBB at A Level, although more popular courses may ask 
for AAA.

Teaching
The number of enquiries about and applications to teaching have gone up vastly in the 
last few years. Teaching is seen as a secure life long career in times of economic recession.  
Work experience is essential when applying for teaching degrees – two weeks work 
experience in Year 10 is not enough.

There are many routes into teaching:
  Specialist three or four-year teaching degrees which give QTS (Qualified Teacher 

Status) with a PGCE
  A one-year PGCE (Post Graduate Certificate of Education) with QTS 
  The School Direct Salaried route (working as a teacher in post in a school whilst 

training at the same time)
  A School Training Route one-year graduate training scheme, such as the Suffolk and 

Norfolk SCITT course.
  School Direct Training is an additional training route leading to QTS and PGCE at the 

end of the year.
  Teach First is a two year Department of Education school led training course leading to 

PGCE and QTS at the end of Year 1 and Newly Qualified Teacher (NQT) status at the 
end of the year.

  An additional literacy and numeracy test is compulsory for teaching.
All routes require good GCSE and A Levels and for primary teaching courses at least one 
A Level in one of the main National Curriculum subjects, English Maths or Science.
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